Data-Driven Safety Analysis of Autonomous Vehicle Functions

Highlights

- Providing mechanised support for safety analysis of autonomous vehicle functions
- Automating scenario generation for testing autonomous vehicle functions
- Contributing to a platform of establishing trust for AI and learning components

Overview

Establishing trust in autonomous vehicles is a major component of their widespread public adoption. Rigorous and explainable safety analysis of autonomous vehicle functions play a major role in establishing trust. There are existing standards for establishing safety in automotive systems, of which the ISO 26262 standard is the most prominent one. Safety case analysis in these standards involves defining a safety item and analysing and providing a safety case for the item by analysing the hazards in typical scenarios of use and foreseeable misuse. To analyse the hazards rigorously, different safety integrity levels (ASIL) are attached to them, and different analysis techniques are prescribed for different ASIL. At high ASIL, formal verification and model-based testing are prescribed as appropriate techniques for the analysis.

Hitherto, much of the safety case analysis process has been manual, involving tedious scrutiny of possible scenarios and turning them into appropriate models for further analysis. For autonomous vehicles, however, such a manual process becomes extremely laborious and error-prone and mechanisation support is inevitable. Also, in the presence of adaptive and AI-enabled systems, adapting safety cases and their analysis should inevitably be mechanised or otherwise will be infeasible.

This project aims at providing mechanised support for safety-case analysis of automated and autonomous functions. To this end, we will build upon our past experience with automated test-case and scenario generation to turn structured English safety case and item descriptions into rigorous models from which use and misuse scenarios are generated automatically.

Methodology

Our approach builds upon a number of fundamental developments in the area of software and systems testing to which the PIs have contributed. Namely, we base our approach on test-case generation from natural language
documentation and also model-based testing. We start with structured English and diagrammatic description of safety items and turn that into a model from which typical (use and misuse) scenarios can be generated. While testing the system, we also explore its behaviour using machine-learning techniques in order to enrich the model and generate more diverse and more effective scenarios. We assure traceability from textual descriptions to test results in order to automatically generate a safety case when the process is concluded.
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